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1. SCOPE OF WORK 

A. Conceptualization of project on fertilizers, 
specifically in the area c~ phosphates. 

B. Deterair.ation of ~~chnical feasibilit7 to increase 
the capacity of existinc plants. 

C. Up to date knowledee of available technolo•ies and 
licensors avail~~le in the •arket. 

With respect to A. concentrations.have been given 
to: 
·· global definition of project developaent in the 

area of fertilizers containinc phosphates 
- identification and anal7sis of alterD&tives 
- technical feasibility of increasins the capacity 

of existinl plant 



2. REHABILITATION OF EXISTING PHOSPHORIC ACID rLANT AND 
ND PLANT 

Rehabilitation of existing phosphoric acid plant is in 
progress and soae work on site heve been started already. 
Design for rehabilitation and chanaes have been done on the 
basis of the previous experience of PEQUIVEN's en&ineers, 
when operating the plant on Riecito rock. Dihydrate Door 
Oliver process is aodified in such a way that deblockenecked 
will be part of the equipaent according to th~ 
characteristic of Dorr Oliver process and Riecito Bock. This 
should be done when this plant was desi1ned at first tiae. 

Nuaber ~f licensors which are offering dihydrate 
process (see enclosure 2) aeans that they have developed 
their process by aodified type of the eguipaent, sizes, 
aaterials, etc. ac=ordin& to the characteristic of certain 
nuaber of raw phosphate. It aeans that if even on~ of sia
ple" dihydrate process will be choosen for new phosphoric 
acid plant it wi 11 be necessar)'. __ durio& the c.D.nt.r_f&C~Jl~l _!itage_ 
and design stage to check each part of the equipaent if it 
could perform the foreseen duty according to the 
characteristic of Riecito rock. Unfortunelty when according 
to Master Plan contract for the new phosphoric acid plant 
should be signed will not be known results how successful 
are aodifications sade on existina phosphoric acid unit 
according to the process paraaeters. Main concern for the 
decision of the capacity for the new plant is what will be 
the capacity of the existing phosphoric acid plant when 
starting after rehabilitation made. Liaitation for the 
capacity of the existing plant based on Riecito rock is 
surface ~! filter area, which could not be changed. From 
previous experience there is not data ~hat wa~ the maximun 
daily capacity limitated by filter area because of the 
problems on equipment before filter. After rehabilitation 
done it is expected that all problems on equipment will be 
•iniaized and achieved process performances as designed in 
first place. Therefore it is to recommend that all changes 
on the equipment for the existin' phosphoric acid plant 
would be taken in the account, when chooJinl the technolo'y 
and equipment for the new phosphoric acid plant. Especially 
will be valuable calculations for the new sizes cf equipment 
based on the characteristic of Riecito rock and spare taken 
on existin• plant accordin1 to the capacity of filter, 
because it is fundaaental difference between plants in 
nitro1en complex and phosphorus compl~x. In nitro1en complex 
when defined process for certain plant nearly all have been 
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defined. For plants in phosphorus coaplex such as phosphoric 
acid and DAP/NPK each part of process should be separatl7 
tailored to1ether with the choise of process technoloay. For 
exaaple followina should be considered for each process 
under consideration as aain parts of process for phosphoric 
acid production. 

Rock 1rinding 
Throw the surface of rock reaction with sulphuric acid 

take place. It is intention to create sufficiente free and 
larae pore surface area to allow coaplete dissolution of ~he 
rock in a relatively short period of tiae toaether with 
ainiaizing power requireaenta for agitation. The first 
problem is to specify the style, size and the nuaber of 
grinding units together with power requireaents neccesary. 
The second proble• is the optiaization according to the 
operational problea ~~ar~cterized by the chossen process 
~hich require certain rock feed, size distribution, power 
etc. to achieve an econoaic balance for · the plant as a 
whole. High degree of flexibility should also be provided to 
accommodate changes in rock supplies. 

For Riecito rock and for flexibility of using imported 
rock grinding equipment should be- -cooosen -aaong-usua-l-ly used- -
for dr; grinding process. 

The Reaction System 
Phosphate rock, sulphuric acid and recycle acid have to 

be feed regularly and with accuracy into the reaction tank 
to keep reaction conditions as constant as possible. 
Investment in quality equipment in the raw aaterial feeding 
systems quickly pays off by avoiding disturbances in regular 
crystal growth, losses by coatinl and co-crystalization, 
variable filtration characteristics of the gypsum cake etc. 

The reactor as a key equipment of producing phosphoric 
acid uses many different designs. The $iZe of t~e reactor 
has to be large enough to: 

provide sufficient retention time for the 
phosphate rock to be completely conve~ted 
provide enough rection or retention time for 
regular crystal growth and adequate crystal size 
permit breaking of foam and emulsion of the slurry 
during and after the reaction section 

Design of reactor to process as ~any as possible 
Riecito rock depo~it should be nefined to&ether with 
licensor gn the base of experience on different type 
phosphates. 

of 
the 
of 

The filtration System 
Separation of phosphoric 

crystals should be as complete 
filter area should correspond 

acid from calcium sulphate 
as possible. Surface cf the 
to the quantity of recycle 
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acid which is double filtered. The risk of loss of P205 is 
increased and the quality of filtration is very iaportant 
specially when operatinl with lov-1rade rock or pr~cesses 
producinl aore concentrated acids directly. Consequently the 
risk of losinl P205 due to the ocasional upset of the 
filtration ayatea aay invalidate the theoretical advantages 
of certain processes, when fed with lower gradas of rock. 
This apply to Riecito rock also because this deposit could 
go rather low in P205 content. 

Filter area is liaitated factor for achieved capacity 
for certain phosphate, but little could be get by increasing 
the speed of rotation. Therefore it is better to have a 
sufficient safety aargin incorporated in the filter area. 

The filter including acid and vacuum piping and 
pumping, represents about 50~ of the investment cost of a 
phosphoric acid dihydrate plant and choosing the filter type 
is of major importance. Selection criteria is based on 
following: 

capacity, function of surface and speed 
total investment costs, including filtration 
equ.ipaent, -vacuu• puaps, acid pumps,_ piping, 
instrumentation, and civil work. 
water consumption 
maintenance costs, including filter cloth 
consuaption 
maintenance costs, including filter cloth 
consumption 
corrosion and reliability 

Acid Concentration Systems 
The concentration operation to the required P205 grade 

acid is accomplished by evaporation und£r vacuum, normally 
using the by-product steam generated during sulphuric acid 
production as a source of en~rgy produced in the quantity 
more than sufficient to satisfy the needs of phosphoric acid 
concentration. 

According to ~he capacity of process reactor first 
should be decided to built one or two concentration units 
and than single-stage or multistage. For Riecito acid seems 
that the most efficient sludge removal will be throug~ an 
intermediate ~OS P205 concentration. 

Sext to be choosen is type of heat exchanges and ~ate-
rial of ~onstruction by cor.sidering the following: 

hifh heat trangfer coefficient 
low scaling 
little corrosion and erosion 
sufficient mechanical resistance 

Tf fluosilicic acid i• recuperated system for washing 
the gases Bhould avoid contaaination with P205. 



The next very iaportant influence on the process 
paraaeters will be fro• the differences in the quality of 
Block A, B and C of Riecito rock analysed ~Y Dorr Oliver. 
For exaaple, when Gafaa rock fall down for 2S in quantit7 of 
P205 it was necessar7 to add additional tank to iaprove 
process paraaeters but even with this, strength of acid 
decreases tor 2S (see enclosure 2). In the case of Riecito 
rock there are the differences in the quantity of P205 up to 
IOS with great differences in the quantities of iapurities. 
This could lead that will be even i•possible to process all 
quantity of Riecito rock deposit. But for sure will be 
rather difficult to get guarantees for process paraaeters 
fro• licensors based on this differences in the quality of 
the Riecito rock. When the licenscrs will know coaplete 
analyses of Riecito rock deposit they may not require saaple 
for testing because non saaple could apply on total deposit. 
This also aake alaost impossible tu choose tect1ologies with 
hemihydrate process route such as hemihydrate process CHHJ 
or hemidihydrate process (HDH) becaus~ hemihydrate route 
require very stable quality in the phosphate rock. If in the 
meantime will be received offer for the new phosphoric acid 
plant based-on heaihydrate route this •ust be ~ntire1y exa
mine for acceptance. 

The probleas how to choose the process for ne~ 
phosphoric acid plant has been well recognised by 
International Fertilizer Developaent Center (IFDC) what 
could be seen fr~• their offer to make study by testing 
Riecito rock on their bench scale pilot plant (400 Kgs of 
rock). IFDC do not expect to ge~ any valuable result by 
testing of Riecito rock and they put main accent in the 
offer on their contacts with licensors on bLhali of 
Pequiven. Because every licensor will be reluctant to work 
with Pequiven throw any institutio~, they do not expect to 
get reliable process data from licensors what could get 
Pequiven, if directly approach ltcensors. Therefore IFDC 
offer to provide for Pequiven from licen~ors only w~at is 
normal part of each contract between licensor and technology 
buyer. 

Trainin• of Intevep people to operate pilot pla~t 
testing facilities installed in Venezuela has theoretical 
value and could be partly used for testina other phosphate 
deposits in Venezuela tn get some data before approaching 
licensors. 

Still remain main concern: Ho~ to choose the process 
for the new phosphoric acid plant ?. First of alj to choose 
the process i~ not Pequiven's obliaRtion but licensor's 
responsibility. Each preference to som~ of processes could 
be checked when received the offers from licenaora. 
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P~quiven's obli1ation in the aeantiae is to 1ive the base to 
licensors and thus enable the• to choose th process. It 
seaas rather uncertain to choose the process based on the 
quality of Riecito rock deposit. Risk is even 1reater if 
phosphoric acid plant is consider as a part of the whole 
project. What to do if phosphoric acid plant will not produ
ce ? To iaport acid is too aany and if will be iaported DAP 
than DAP/NPK could not work and sulphuric acid should lower 
the capacity. Other approach to the problea of Riecito rock 
quality is bow to lower its influence on the wcrkinl 
condition of the plant. This could be possible if it is 
acceptable that phosphoric acid plant is working PART TIME 
ON IMPORTED RAW PHOSPHATE havin1 following advantages: 

- this will increase capacity on both phosphoric acid 
plants for more than 30S. 

- aaxiaun possible use of Riecito rock 
- abrasion on equipment will reach acceptable level per 

tone of P205 produced before replacement required 
Suggested base for chossing the process on the 

flexibility of buying different phosphates on the market 
have siailarity in the differences in quality from different 
phosphate with the differences in quality in Riecito deposit 
but lower expressed. On this way type, size and material for 
equipment choosen will allow to use most of Riecito deposit 
having sometiaes differencies in capacity what could be 
compensate by w~rkinl part tiae or. imported raw phosphate. 

The base for choosing the process for the ne~ 
phosphoric acid plant will be then: 

Capacity: 
- 500 MT/D based on Riecito rock 
- Possible use of other phosphates 
Proposed licensors for fulfill above requirements will 

be: 
- Sorsk Hydro, UK 
- ?rayon, Bel1ium 
- Rhone Poulenc, France 
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3. CAPACITY IXPANSION OP EXISTING NPK/DAP PLANT (PIPE REAC
TOR AND/OR MAP PLANT) AND ND PLANT 

A. OPERATION CHARACTERISTIC OF EXISTl~G DAP/NPK PLANT 

Existin& NPK/DAP plant have capacit7 when pruducing OAP 
f~o• 700-1000 TPD (accordin& to the concentration of 
phosphoric acid used) and NPK fro• 900-1200 TPD) (according 
to the grade produced and qualit7 of raw •aterials uaed). 

Production on existing NPK/DAP plant is characterized 
by slurry route used aaxi•ua of recycle ratio when producing 
DAP and NPK gr~des. This aean that operators are using plant 
capacity at aaximun possible rate based on slurr7 route and 
this gives them plenty of maintenance work to keep the plant 
in operational condition. Therefore increasing the capacity 
of the plant based on slurry route is not possible even 
introducing pipe reactor. 

~ext remarkable problem at the plant is 
preneu~ralization tanK for reacting· phosphoric acid -and 
sulphuric acid with ammonia together with addition of 
scrubber's liquor consisting of the following: 

1) Difficulty in pumping and metering the hot slurry 
from the preneutralizer. 
2> foaming and boiling over of the slurry in the 
preneutralizer. 
3) Difficult in controling the slurry level in the 
preneut.ralizer 
~) Plugging of the ammonia spar,er and poor ammonia 
d:stribution in t~e preneutralizer. 
5> Scarcity of drying the product 
By this proposal for increasing the capacity of 

existing OAP/NPK plant neutralizer ~ill he avoided. 
Producti~~ of SPK grade 15-15-15 cause lot of problems 

n~~ause of crystaline structure of ammonium sulphate (ASI 
and the production capacity is 1000 ~TD only. This 1rade 
15-~5-15 could repl~ce l~-13-19 for purpose of start using 
of fer~~lizers and thus minimizing the need for 'ranular 
urea for 19-19-19. Therefore i~ is better to keep 15-15-15 
in rroduction pru1ra~ but is neccesar: t.o improve 
operati~n~l cnnditions and increase capacity to minimun 130G 
~T/0. This is possible by introducing part of ammoniu~ 
phosphates in the for~ cf ~AP powder. It ~ill also keep th~ 
production of ammonium sulphate even is fallin& the interest 
of using it as fertilizer. 
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8. TECHSICAL FEASIBILITY FOR CAPACITY EXPANSIOS OF 
EXISTING DAP/NPK PLANT 

The need for increasing the capacity of DAP/SPK plant 
is in the requireaenta of the Project Master Plan to 
reprocess 800 MT/D P205 of phosphori~ acid what is not 
possible by producing DAP on both plants only, as already 
recoinised. To solve this problea it is possible either by 
lower the quantity or phosphoric acid production and iaport 
the rest of DAP required or to increase the capacity of 
existing DAP/NPK plant and adjust capacity for the new 
DAP/SPK plant accordingly. Here after is considering 
possibility of increasing the capacity of existing DAP/NPK 
plant and to choose the technology for the new DAP/NPK 
plant. 

Possibility of using big recycle ratio 4:1 built in the 
unit for changing mode of operation by producing grad~s 
required lo~er recycle ratio could be· the base far 
increasing capacity of existing DAP/SPK plant and will be 
the base to choose the technology fo:: new MAP/D.\P/NPK plant. 

Having production based on aaaonium phosphates, change 
in the production should go from DAP (P205.4NH3) to 
production of MAP (P205.2NH3) based fertilizers or to the 
mixture of this two (see molar ratio ~/P comparison). 
~olar ratio N/P comparison 

MAP 12-52 
6,43-27,84-2i,84 
8-36-18 CP 
8-34-17 SP 
5-20-30 SP 

8-26-26 CP 
11,5-34-li CP 

OAP 18-46 
10-26-26 CP 
12-30-15 SP 

N/P 
1, 17 

CP 1, 17 
1,li 
1, 17 
1, 26 

1,56 
1 , 71 

1, 98 
1, 95 
1'98 

CASE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

2 
2 

3 
3 
3 

From the molar ratio ~/P compar:son could be seen the 
differencies between 3 cases. AmmoniatiJn of phosphoric acid 
is achieved by producinc monoammonium phosphate (MAPI at 
first. By further ammoniation will be increased molar ratio 
between S and P205 commina closer to the diammonium 
phosphate (OAP) • 

DAP is unstable above 80 oC and is loosina part of 
ammonia when dryina DAP or NPK based on DAP. Toaether with 
lo•~~• throw am•oniation total losses are about 10~. To . 
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. void losses on a•aonia is recoa•ended to stop ... oniation 
process between production of MAP and DAP as suaaeated in 
the CASE 2. Advantaaes for CASE 2 a~e as aiven for solids 
route production in co•parison to dis~~•antaaes for BASE 
CASE. 

There is also i•portant influence on ratio between NH3 
and P205 if produciAa OAP or OAP based NPK on phosphoric 
acid produced fro• Riecito rock. Because of hiah content of 
R203 (F203 + Al203) in Riecito rock ratio between R203 and 
P205 is above 0,1. Therefore will be not enou1h phosphoric 
acid water soluble to react with a .. onia to produce hi&h 
grade OAP 18-46, which will be lower in nitrogen. Thus even 
BASE CASE will require aore granular urea as planned now. 
Anyway will be necessary to agree the slightly lower NPK 
grades for aarketing than foreseen now because of sludge in 
phosphoric acid. Quantity of sludge will differ ac~ordina to 
the time available for settling in storage tanks before used 
in DAP/KPK plant. To have always the same quality in 
fertilizers when marketing will be necessary to co•pensate 
the differencies in the quality of ra~ aaterials by addition 
of filler in DAP/NPK plant. 

-· First proposed base grades for production - on 
MAP/DAP/NPK plants for Moron are below N/P ratio 1,4 (CASE 
1) thus the losses on ammonia are small and easily 
recuperated by scrubbing system. Base grades could be 
improved to the aol ratio 1,7 (CASE 2) as shown above and 
still losses on ammonia could be recuperated. But going ap 
to the mol ratio of 1,98 (CASE 3) losses on amaonia will be 
lOS or more even with good designed scrubbing syste•. 

To be able to increase the capacity of existing DAP/NPK 
on abave change of aode of operation it is necessary to have 
the possibility of using MAP powder in granulator to operate 
on "solids route" base and make a fundamental difference in 
the mechanism of granulation by the "solids route" and 
"slurry route" respectively. In the case of the solids 
route, the system is "aranulation efficiency controlled". 
The procedure is to establish the optimum ph and granulate 
with steaa to achieve the maximun possible 1eneration of 
product size material in the granulator. Instead of steam, 
liquid phase necessary for good aranulation could be intro
duced in the granulator as: phosphoric acid with lower 
concentration such as 40~ P205 after usin' in scrubber, then 
also in 1ranuJator do~n to 30% P205 f~r the reaction with 
ammonia, then slurry directly from ~AP reactor and slurry 
from pipe reactor or pipe cross reactor. Relation between 
solids phase and liquid phase is 30-iO~ of solids dependina 
o( the arade produced and capacity required. 
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This re~ults after screenina in the ainiaun aaount of 
fines and oversize beina recycled to the aranulator. 

Siaplicity of operation is the aain advanta1e of solids 
route and is basis for all the other advanta1es. Once 
established process paraaet~rs needs ver7 little control 
with next advantaaes also: 

- No sianificant losses in nitroaen as it is the case 
when producina DAP or OAP based NPK 1rades, what is 
possible to produce also. 

- Process potash salts in powder fora and it is no need 
to iaport aranular fora for Kaaf er and even ·is 
possible to produce hiaher arade in potash such as 
7-20-3r to suit requireaent~ for potash for remained 
20~ of grades mixed in saall quantities. 

- Producing at high capacity granular MAP par tiae 
~ould help in keeping level in acid storage tanks 
constante. 

- Increasing capacity of the existing DAP/SPK plant up 
to 1500 t/day and even aore for some grades. 

- ~o segregation during transport and application of 
Bulk Blender's (HAGFER) product. 

For p·roduction of MAP powder -it is necessary --te - bui 1 t 
adjacent to tht new DAP/NPK plant facilities to produce MAP 
powder which main equipment consist of: 

HAP reactor 
The reactor operates under slight pressure (2 bars) 

thereby enabling a true solution to be formed. The largest 
one built up to date has diaaeter of 3,8 m and is fabricated 
in Incoloy 825 material because of corrosion implications by 
using different phosphate rock. 

'."IAP spray tower 
~AP solution from reactor can be sent either directly 

to the granulator, as feed for slurry route grades, or to 
the spray tower for direct production of MAP powder. ~AP 
powder in :he f~rm of micropills can be used directly as a 
fertilizer but more commonly it is considered as an 
intermediate which can be conveniently granulated in low 
recycle plants either on site or in other locations. The 
spray to-er itself is of a relatively cheap construction 
being essentially a plastic curtain strapped loosely to 
conventional structural steel work. In connection with above 
rP.aclor this is the largest MAP tower designed to date -ith 
a single spray nozzle having capacity of 1200 ~T/D. 

SCRA?ER 
In the botto• of the ~AP spray tower is possitioned 

scraper of very simple desi&n having f~nction to collect 
micropills on to belt conveyer. 
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Pipe cross reactor (part of 1ranulator-reaovable) 
As further feature, a pipe cross reactor could be used 

for certain arades where its use could results in 
operational cost savinca. For instance solids route 1ive 
hiaher capacity for about 20-30X coaparinc with slurry 
route, but addina pipe cross reactor to solids route aives 
even hiaher capacity. Especially it is interestina when 
producinl aranular MAP throw solid route and by addition of 
pipe cross reactor could 1et 1rade 11-55 with polyphosphate 
content of 10-17 per cent, what is beneficial for Riecito 
rock. 

The pipe cross reactor is 150 aa in diaaeter and should 
be manufactured in Hastelloy C-276. 

MAP scrubber 
For washing the 1ases froc ~AP reactor it was installed 

only one scrubber by now as shown on the flowsheet because 
of the strict pollution regulation. For Moron is expected 
that will be no necessary. 

C. MODIFICATIONS ON EXISTING DAP/NPK PLANT 
For increasing the capacity on existing DAP/NPK plant would 

-- -be- necessary S018e-checki.nJI- and--ai.nor--aocUf-ication such.as:. 
- - Checking capacity of raw materials aetering equipaent 

to suit quantities of MAP powder required (35 HT/h 
based on 8-26-26 and 10-30-20). 

- Connection from scrubber system to granulator to 
introduce directly scrubber liquor in 1ranulator. 

- Connect phosphoric acid and sulphuric acid lines to 
granulator. 

- Rearran1e sparger in granulator to accept above raw 
materials and removable pipe cross reactor 

Product;on process for producing DAP and NPK grades 
will be based on solid MAP powder and liquid phase which 
will consist of: 

- pipe cross reactor slurry 
phosphoric acid 30~, ~O~ and 50~ 

- sulphuric acid 
- ammonia 
- scrubber liquor 
- steam 
For liquid phase will be used 

mentioned except slurry from ~AP reactor 
on new DAP/NPK plant because it is not 
DAP/SPK will be positioned close enough 
could serve both plants with slurry. 

all as previously 
which will be used 

known now if ne~ 
that MAP reactor 

' 1 
' 
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D. TABLIS (enclosure 1) 
For explanation of additional tables it is neceasar7 to 

add follovina: 

- caae 1 i• based on production of NPK srades 
suitable for blendin& with urea at flaafer units. 
NPK arades produced at two llAP/DAP/NPK plants 
are based on the aol ratio N/P<= 1,2 and require 
aore urea aranular ~or blendina than other two 
cases. For case 1 and production prosraa for 
1991 year will be nece•-rT 52.000 D/Y of 
aranular urea. Th.is will require iacreaae in the 
capacit7 of production of &r.uaular urea fr011 
248.000 MT/Y to 300.000 't'tr/Y about ZOS. 
Advanta&es for this case 1 are alread7 &iven for 
solids route and apply to the case 2 also. 

- Case 2 is based on production on NPK based 
grades with aol ratio N/P <= 1,7 and are 
suitable for blendinl with urea or for direct 
applica~io~ _I!~ -~~~_rt f erti 1 izers. Quanti t7 of 
1ranular urea requir~ accoi-din& to production 
pro&raa for 1991 year are 22.000 HT/Y what 
require increase in the capacit7 for production 
of &ranular urea fro• 248.000 MT/Y to 262.000 
Wf/Y about IOS and _,.be is not necessary to 
increase the capacit7 for production of 1ranular 
urea. 

Case 3 is the saae in principle as BASE CASE, 
but instead of producinl DAP will be produced 
NPK 1rades based on aol ratio <= 1,98 that is 
DAP based NPK grades. Disadvanta1es accordinl to 
the CASES 1 and 2 are in lower capacities and up 
to IOX losses on a .. onia. Required quantity for 
1ranular urea are naturaly the saae as foreseen 
in BASE CASE. 

- MAGFER units should be diaensioned at the place 
where they belon1 and that is distribution 
syste• (Palaaven) on the next basis: 
A. Quantities of fertilizers for first 

application hi1her on nitro1en 
8. Number of 1rades required in saall quantities 
C. To produce grades they can do easier than 

DAP/NPK plant 

lnvestaent cost for phosphoric acid and 
MAP/DAP/NPK plants are 1iven for coapariaon 
purpose only but capacities are as required. 

- Su•ber of 1rades (or each CASE correspond to the 
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nuaber or required aracles as finialaed prctuct.. It. 
aeans t.hat will be claooaen juat. one CASB as a base 
for product.ion proaraa of NPK •~• for 5 finished 
arades or 5 base &radea from 3 CASKS. Tlaus 
diatribut.ion of all NPK aracles plus MAP and DAP on 
two MAP/DAP/NPK plants will result.a in less arades 
for product.ion per plant than now in one DAP/NPK 
plant.. 

- NoraatiYeB are aiven for the baae product.ion of NPB: 
and for the to~l coaauaptioa of finished product 
toaether with the s ..... r~. 

For calculation of required workin& days for 
production of NPK arades OD both HAP/DAP/NPB: plants 
have been used capacities from CASE 3 to be on the save 
side and that is for NPK = 1300 MT/D apd for DAP = 800 
MT/D. 
CASE 3: 
NPK 
DAP 

CASE 2: 
NPK 
OAP 

CASE 
NPK 
DAP 

1: 

573.016: 1300 = 440 clays 
146.000: aOO-= -182 days 

TOTAL 622 clays 

514. 775: 1300 
146.000: 800 

TOTAL 

484.231: 1300 
146.000: 800 

TOTAL 

= 396 clays 
= 182 clays 

578 da7s 

= 372 days 
= 182 days 

554 days 
As above only CASE 3 require aore 

days per year per plant. 
than 300 working 

Proposed licensors Lo suit above requirements are: 
- ~orsk Hydro, C.K. 
_ Rhone Poulenc, France 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOlttlENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on Project Master Plan and this report it is 
possible for Corporative Plannin• Division to prepare final 
docuaent for Project Teaa on which basis they could further 
work on this project. Next iaproveaent on this project is 
possible to do only by approachin& the licensors. It is not 
necessary to approach licensors throw soae independent 
institution because Pequiven's en&ineers could do it 
directly. 

Rehabilitation of existin& phosphoric acid plant and 
the way how to choose the process for new plant should be 
consider toaether fro• tiie pr0cess point of vielf up l.o Uie 
offsite facilities as explained in the report. Experience 
&ained by desian for rehabilitation of existin& phosphoric 
acid plant should be usee fer desian of new phosphoric acid 
plant whenever applicable. 

Expansion of existin& NPK/DAP plant is necessary to 
suit the P205 balance foreseen in Master Plan. On the basis 
of this expansion should be choosen process for the new 
NPK/DAP plant. Flexibility in operation of both NPK/DAP 
plants will help not only to suit plannin& requireaents but 
will be applicable to any different requireaents co .. in& in 
the future as a result of d~velopin& the application of 
fertilizers in Venezuela. 

For realization is suaaested CASE 2 which is very close 
to BASE CASE in require•ents for aranular urea, but have lot 
of ad\·antaaes as explained. It should not be considered CASE 
2 as chanae in conception fro• BASE CASE because final 
result at MAGFER ~nits are the saae and &ives possibility 
for direct use o· ~PK. More applicable to CASE 2 is 
definition that CASE 2 represent i•proveaent of previous 
experience in ~asier production of NPK versus production of 
DAP. 

It will he necessary to i•port next quantity of solidR 
raw •aterials: 

- 100.000 MT/Y sulphur 
- 180.000 HT/Y potash salts 
- 300.000 MT/Y raw phosphate 



Enclosure: 
1. T&bles 
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2. Updatina Process 
phosphoric acid 

Tecbnoloaies for production 

3. PEC processes 

Copy to: 
1!1r. Raul Eppensteiner· - -- - - -
Mr. Francisco Castellanos 

Djuro Fresl, Che•.Ena. 
Unido Consultant 
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